
Exchange Report from University of 
Colorado Boulder 

STUDIES AND SEMESTER DESCRIPTION 
Study wise, there are several similarities with studying engineering in Uppsala and in Boulder. 
Mainly, because we also have several classes at the same time. A huge difference in Boulder is that 
the students have the possibility to choose their classes themselves. In Uppsala, my first three years 
were all pretty set (got to choose between two classes, each 5hp). Also that their bachelor is four 
years and not three, as in Sweden. Since I got the chance to choose all my classes, I think it is hard 
for me to judge the level of my abroad studies. Nevertheless, it was easier to get a higher grade than 
in Uppsala and engineering. There was never the classes "Swedish engineering question" if you 
passed a class or not, rather if you got an A or not.  

However, all my teachers were more personal. They talked more from experience than my teachers 
in Uppsala do. And they were also more inviting. If we had questions, they encouraged us to go to 
their office hours so we could understand the subject better. 

ORIENTATION AND RECEPTION  

Arriving was okay. I was not jet lagged for too long, but it was nice to arrive a couple of days before 
the semester started. Time to settle down. This we did mostly on our own. The university had an 
informing day and one evening where we played bowling. I would have preferred if they offered 
more common activities, and especially with other students on campus. We were only the exchange 
student. I know they told us about coffee hours for international students, but that was once a 
week, and not directly any activities, except maybe two daylong trips during the semester. 

ACCOMMODATION  

Accommodation in Boulder is expensive. I paid twice as much as I do in Uppsala. However, it is 
possible to find accommodation under $1000, even if people say that this is the standard. Everything 
basically depends on how you want to live. The most common way is to live in a house with more 
students. Secondly, as an exchange student, it is very common to live in Bear's Creek. Not a place I 
would recommend personally, since I found it quite hard to find roommates in my age there. Overall, 
location is probably the factor affecting the price at most. I lived 10 min walking from the bars on the 
main street in town, and that location was perfect. However, I had a loft and was not able to close 
my door. It all worked out well, since my roommates were very nice.  

My suggestion when applying for housing, is to use the university's "Ralphie's List". Quite similar to 
the previous "studentboet" in Uppsala, and here can students also upload an application that you 
are looking for a place to stay, which others can respond to. I got several options when I did this. 
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MY FINANCES  

When I went abroad, I decided to take the extended amount you can borrow from CSN. It was 
enough, since it basically covered the extra rent I paid. My rent was $675 for a loft, where I did not 
have any doors to close --> could hear if somebody was down in the kitchen etc. Adding on that, was 
the internet, water and electricity bill, usually summing up to around $60, depending on season. The 
houses there are in general drafty and my person recommendation is not to increase the heat, but 
to put on an extra sweatshirt, since the heat just leaves through the windows.  

Living on CSN, with the extra amount, was therefore doable. Food is more expensive than at home, 
but the quality is also good. Eating out is more common, and I would say it is almost the same prices 
as back home. However, as an exchange student, my wish to travel and explore the area. I would say 
these are the things that cost more, and why it is quite nice to have some extra money when going 
abroad. I know that some people worked in the student dining halls during the semester, but I 
decided to enjoy my time there by doing more exploring instead of working. Have been working 
before, and therefore I did not feel the need to do it now. 

MY FREE TIME  

Since my studies were not as heavy as my studies in Sweden, I have the time to enjoy life in a 
completely new when while studying abroad. On campus in Boulder, every student on campus was 
able to go the enormous gym. And I mean ENORMOUS! The gym included two swimming pools for 
public student use, four basketball courts, three/four volleyball/badminton ball/basketball courts, an 
ice hockey rink, climbing center, three different weightlifting areas, so many treadmills and spinning 
bikes, squash fields, indoor soccer field, indoor running tracks, tennis courts on the rood and an 
outdoor pool (I probably even forgot something as well), so I started working out regularly. It was so 
much fun, and if you paid extra you got access to the fitness classes as well. Boulder is in general a 
very fit town. People work out a lot and have a healthy lifestyle. I think this is one of the reasons that 
I was doing well during my exchange time. It was not "hard" to work out, you did it because it was 
fun, and you had the chance to do it all the time, since it was so close by.  

Colorado is also famous for its outdoorsy possibilities and lifestyles. Skiing, outdoor climbing, hiking 
and mountain biking were all very big in the area. Depending on season, I spend a lot of my free time 
outside doing these different activities. During fall semester mostly hiking, both further away and in 
Boulder. There are some really nice trails there, and something I recommend every exchange 
student to do. Both Bear's Peak and Mount Sanitas. I middle of November, the ski season started. 
WOW. It was still on when I left in May. However, I had the best runs from December to middle 
March. This winter so much snow came as well, so we were pretty lucky.  

Those smaller day trips were accompanied with several weekend trips. I took several road trips in 
Colorado and Utah. Camping and staying hotels (cheap once that we in Sweden would refer to 
motels). Since the landscape in Colorado is SO beautiful, drive around there was amazing. I felt I got 
to see so much and enjoy the wonderful nature there. I also took some longer trips to Vancouver, 
San Diego and New York. Those were cool as well, but I must say that I did this in a combination with 
driving around and exploring the "local" area where I lived.    

This international student organizers on campus arranged some trips during the semester that was 
over the day. I never went, and when I traveled around, we always arranged it by ourselves. Hard 
this is always to find cars for everybody to go in. They did, however, arrange international coffee 
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hour every Friday. I went to a couple, and that is a good way to get to know other international 
student, not all of the exchange, rather international students that do their whole degree there.  

I am pretty disappointed in the way the welcomed us. Not that the activities we did was not fun, 
because they were, but it was so much. I think it is important to have something more structured 
and planned to make it easier for the exchange students to get to know each other.  

Colorado is also famous for beer. There are local breweries everywhere. Never had the chance to go 
to Fort Collins, but the number of breweries there is supposed to incredible. Beer can often be 
consumed during one of those many sport events in the city an on campus. It is very nice to go to 
them and something I did several times. Saw Avalanche, Nuggets, Rockies and the teams from CU.  

MY EXCHANGE AS A WHOLE 

During my time aboard, I learned so much. A lot of "soft knowledge" about people. People I would 
not have met if i stayed in Sweden for another period of two semesters. Even if a lot of the friends I 
met, also where exchange students, I received American friends from all over the country. For me, 
was coming to America, as a Swede, exciting. I had the stereotypical American in my head, and 
thought I was going to teach them about other values and how wonderful it can be to live in Sweden 
were education is free, even for university studies. Here it is important to remember to "not judge 
the book by its cover" and "to not but everybody under one roof". The US is a big country and there 
are so many different people living with their boarders. I also realized how Americanized Sweden is. 
Just think about how many TV-shows your have seen based on areas from this country. Or for 
another perspective, MOVIES. Some places I visited, it felt like I have already been there, because I 
have seen it so many times in TV. To therefore have conversations with somebody you share several 
things, but where some fundamental perspectives are different, developed me as a person. That 
there are no general solutions for all problems in the world, got a new meaning to me here.  

If you love nature and beautiful surroundings, Boulder is a perfect place to be in. The public 
transportation is okay to the bigger cities, but if you want to reach the mountains, it might be worth 
to by a car, so you can stay more flexible. Taking yourself around in the city, the easiest way is to get 
a bike. Buy one or rent one from the environmental center. You can rent for one or two semesters. I 
did this, and it was so easy. They also have bike service on campus, where they help you fix a flat tire 
or change breaks.  

Campus in general offers a lot of different activities to get to know other students. For example the 
hiking club. I join it, but never went on a single trip, haha. Not because I did not want to, I just kept 
myself busy in other ways. There is also a club called "the Freeride club". They go on several skiing 
trip over both semesters, but that was not the main reason why I joined them. There is one 
AMAZING ski pass called the IKON pass, which during my season, gave me access to several skiing 
areas in Colorado, other states in the US and globally. Usually it costs $699, but by joining that club 
for $50 you could buy it for $379. SO WORTH IT, because one one-day pass can cost $150, and that is 
not expensive compare to the high season prices. 

By going abroad, you are leaving a safe comfort zone you have in your hometown. "Why would I like 
to do that?" might be your question, and my answer is, that you discover what you like, love and 
prefer. This can from which friends you would love to stay in touch with to that you prefer bigger 
cities over sleeping in a tent in a forest.  
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I definitely feel more international from coming home, and now I got more friends globally than ever 
before. When I go traveling in the future, I do not have to choose which destination I would prefer, 
rather which of my friends I want to visit or meet up with elsewhere in the world.  

If one exchange experience is not the best in the world, at least you know that the area you went to 
is not a place you feel the need to visit again. In the worst case, you can just go home - and that is 
fine!! But you do not have to wonder what it would be like going.  

 

Figur 1. An Avalanche game in Pepsi Center in Denver. 

 

Figure 2. The view of the Flat Irons during sunset from Folsom in Boulder. 
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Figur 3. Me from the top of Pike's Peak, which is a peak over 14000 ft, where you can drive to the top. 

 

Figur 4. The engineering building on campus. 
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Figur 5. The yellow trees are the famous Aspen trees. From a hike in Colorado. 
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